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Hidden Laser Communiations Through Matter{ An appliation of meV-sale hidden photons {
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Many extensions of the standard model predit one or more new abelian gauge bosons (0) besidesthe photon (). If they are massless or very light, with masses m0 in the sub-eV range, theirdominant interation with the standard photon arises from a mixing in the gauge-kineti termsin the Lagrangian [1℄,L = �14F ��F�� � 14B��B�� � 12�F ��B�� + 12m20B�B� + j�A�; (1)where F�� is the �eld strength tensor for the ordinary eletromagneti gauge �eld A�, j� is itsassoiated urrent (generated by eletrons, et.), and B�� is the �eld strength for the new abeliangauge �eld B�. The parameter � in Eq. (1) gives the strength of the kineti mixing between Aand B. Within the ontext of string-inspired extensions of the standard model, it is expeted tolie in the range between 10�23 and 10�2 (f. [2{5℄), while experimentally or phenomenologially,the urrent limits, in the miro-eV up to eV range, are displayed in Fig. 1.A prominent role in these urrent limits are played by laboratory experiments exploiting the light-shining-through-walls (LSW) tehnique [23{28℄. In these experiments, laser light is shone througha vauum tube and bloked from another vauum tube that is aligned to the �rst one. Hiddenphotons eventually generated in the �rst vauum tube by photon { hidden photon osillations,indued by kineti mixing, will y through the beam stopper due to their negligible interationwith matter and reonvert into photons in the seond vauum tube, appearing as light shiningthrough the wall. In this letter, we show that in the ase that one of the urrent experiments�nds evidene for hidden photons, laser ommuniations through matter, using methods fromfree-spae optis, an be realized in the very near future, with a hannel apaity of more than 1bit per seond, for a distane up to the Earth's diameter. A similar proposal has been reentlydisussed in [29℄ in whih the partiles used for ommuniation are not hidden photons but axion-like-partiles (ALPs). Unfortunately ALPs with the parameters required in [29℄ are exluded byastrophysial onsiderations that seem quite diÆult to evade (however, see [30℄). In ontrast,the hidden photons onsidered in this paper do not su�er from suh problems.The proposed ommuniation system is based on the onept of free spae optis, exhangingthe role of optial light as the transmitter for a beam of hidden photons (f. Fig. 2). Suh abeam an be produed and ontrolled by a \progenitor" laser beam propagating in vauum. Theprobability of vauum photon ! hidden photon osillations (and vieversa) is given by [12℄P ( ! 0) = P (0 ! ) = 4�2 sin2 m20L4! � 4�2 � a; (2)with ! the laser photon frequeny. The osillation length is given by Los = 4�!=m20. Here weare interested in values in the meV valley (see Fig. 1). For onreteness we will onsider thefollowing benhmark pointsm�0 = 2:3� 10�4 eV ; �� = 2� 10�6; (3)mN0 = 3:0� 10�3 eV ; �N = 3� 10�7; (4)whih an be probed by laboratory experiments in the near future (f. Fig. 1). In addition, the�rst one has interesting phenomenologial onsequenes in osmology [8℄, while the seond one2
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Figure 1: Isoontours of hannel apaity (bit/s) for our hidden photon ommuniation systemaross the Earth's diameter. >From bottom to top the hannel apaities are 1; 10; 100; 500; 1000bit/s. The dashed (solid) lines orrespond to setups with (without) phase shift plates. Furtherdetails are given in the main text. The dot and triangle are our benhmark points (m�0 ; ��)and (mN0 ; �N). Also shown are urrent experimental limits on the possible existene of a hiddenphoton of mass m0 , mixing kinetially with the photon, with a mixing parameter �. Strongonstraints arise from the non-observation of deviations from the Coulomb law (yellow) [6, 7℄,from Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) measurements of the e�etive number of neutrinosand the blakbody nature of the spetrum (blak) [8℄, from light-shining-through-walls (LSW)experiments (grey) [9{17℄, and from searhes of solar hidden photons with the CAST experiment(purple) [18,19℄. The white region in parameter spae is urrently unexplored, but may be aessedby experiments in the very near future, in partiular by improvements in LSW experiments (forproposed experiments probing this region, see Refs. [20{22℄).ould be relevant in astrophysial ontexts [21℄. The maximum of the osillation (for whih a = 1)is reahed after a lengthLos=2 = 23 m (m�=m0)2 (!=eV) = 0:14 m (mN=m0)2 (!=eV) : (5)Our system is based on two optial avities1 whih at as  $ 0 transduers: emitter andreeiver, f. Fig. 2. In the emitter, hidden photons are produed through  ! 0 osillationswith the same harateristis as the photons in the avity and therefore their beam an be easilyontrolled. A modulator (Mod) an atuate on the laser amplitude, phase, or polarization, theavity being a mere ampli�ation mehanism.1Inreasing the sensitivity of LSW experiments by putting resonant optial avities on both sides of the wallwas �rst proposed in Ref. [32℄ and redisovered in Ref. [33℄.3



Figure 2: Sketh of the HP ommuniation system. A laser modulated in amplitude or polariza-tion feeds a resonant avity plaed inside a vauum tube. A fration of the power inside the avityosillates into hidden photons that being weakly interating sape the avity and an traversedense media without loosing information. The reeiver is another avity in vauum loked to thefrequeny of the HP signal. HPs resonantly reonvert into photons that are �nally deteted atboth the reeiver avity ends.The emitted hidden photons an traverse any dense medium without signi�ant losses. Thehidden photon absorption length in a dense medium with photon absorption length l an beestimated as follows (see, for instane [19℄)l0 � l L2os�2l2 = 5:3� 109 km� l1mm��1 � !1 eV�� ��N��2 m0mN0!�4 : (6)For the � benhmark point (and in general the rest of the interesting parameter spae) this iseven longer. Therefore, for the values we onsider these losses are ompletely negligible, even ina dense medium like the Earth.The only losses to onsider are then di�ration losses. Assuming that the emitter avity is lokedin the fundamental Gaussian mode (TEM00) and is optimized for avity mirrors of diameter De,the hidden photon power at a distane R from the emitter is diminished by the fator!2D2eD2r8�2R2 : (7)This is the ase when the input beam has a waist size that almost �lls the mirror diameterw = 0:45De (see for instane [34℄). Here Dr is the diameter of the mirrors of the reeiver avity.At the reeiver tube, the hidden photon beam an be onsidered as a plane wave. Assumingperfet alignment of the reeiver avity, the photon signal will be resonantly enhaned due toonstrutive interferene of photons oming from osillations of hidden photons that enter theavity at di�erent times. The loking of this avity has to be done to a �xed referene frequenyor an atomi lok. Photons in the reeiver will exit the avity in both diretions and an beolleted by two detetors. The �nal power P;r is then related to the input laser power P;0 by4



Benhmark onf. n R [km℄ 103 12:8� 103 (DEarth) 384 �103 (Rmoon)� 2 av. 2660 jF=2:3�104 486jF=1:3�105 16jF=3:0�105(npsp = 0) 1 av. 23jF=3:0�105 0.16jF=3:0�105 1.8�10�4jF=3:0�105N 2 av. 7440jF=8:2 103 1360jF=4:5 104 132jF=3:0 105(npsp = 62) 1 av. 1200jF=4:6�104 102 jF=3:0�105 0.35jF=3:0�105Table 1: Capaity in bit/s of hidden photon ommuniation at di�erent distanes for hiddenphoton parameters given by the two benhmark points �;N (see Eq. (3) and Fig. 1). We showtwo di�erent on�gurations: 2 avities (at emitter and reeiver) and 1 avity (only at emitter).The �nesse of the avities was optimized as desribed in the text with a maximum value ofF = 3� 105. The optimized value of the �nesse is indiated in the subsripts. A number npsp ofphase shift plates has been used.the expression P;r = 32�4aearFe� Fr� !2D2eD2r8�2R2 P;0; (8)where Fe;r are the �nesses of the emitter and reeiver avities.The hannel apaity, i.e. the theoretial maximum of information that an be reliably trans-mitted over a ommuniation hannel, will generally depend on the proess of detetion of thephotons exiting the reeiver avity. Two shemes seems possible, diret photon detetion or het-erodyne ampli�ation2. In pratie both methods should give similar results for the small signalswe are onsidering. In the latter ase, the hannel apaity in bit/s is [31℄C = �� log2�1 + S��� ; (9)with �� the smaller bandwidth (in Hz) of the two avities (�� = (2LF)�1), S = �P=! thenumber of photons deteted with � the quantum eÆieny. As �duial values we an take:L � 10 m, ! = 1:16 eV (� = 1064 nm), � = 0:86, De;r = 38 m and P0 = 100 W, valuesertainly attainable today.Sine C is a onvex funtion of F , it an be easily maximized. Writing C = 1F�1 log2 (1 + 2F3)we �nd an optimum for F = 2:51(2)�1=3 where formally 2 = jS=��jF=1. Allowing values upto F = 3� 105 and our benhmark point (��; m�0), we �nd the ahievable hannel apaities atdi�erent distanes shown in Table 1. In Fig. 1 we show the dependene on m0 and � for a �xeddistane taken to be the Earth's diameter. Choosing a symmetri setup with two equal avitiesallows for ommuniation in both diretions: the \reeiver" avity an also be fed by a laser andthe \emitter" avity an also be equipped with a detetor system. A more simple set-up an beahieved not inluding the reeiver avity. Of ourse, the apaity in this ase is muh smaller,as also shown in Tab. 1.This setup based on resonant avities seems to be optimal for small masses like m�0 = 2:3� 10�4eV, but it an be improved in the ase of larger masses by the use of phase shift plates (PSP) [35℄2This method is disfavored in purely optial ommuniations due to the distortions aused by the atmosphere,but this is ertainly not a limitation in our ase. 5



inside of the emitter and/or the reeiver avity. Phase shift plates are thin small refrative plateswhose optial path is tuned to restore the oherene of the photon-hidden photon osillations atthe spei� positions where it starts to derease (this is a nearly optimal hoie for the numberand loation of the phase shift plates). Plaing n�1 phase shift plates with a spaing Los=2 in anosillation avity the probability of the osillations after a length nLos=2 is 4n2�2 and thereforein priniple the power transmitted would be enhaned by a fator n4. Unfortunately, the additionof optial omponents in the interior of a resonant optial avity tends to derease the ahievable�nesse. For an impedane mathed resonator [36℄, the �nesse is typially inversely proportional tothe dispersion oeÆient (in a round trip) whih is diretly proportional to the number of phaseshift plates F� ' 4A = 4A0 + (n� 1)APSP (10)with A0 the loss fator due to absorption, sattering and deetion of light and transmissivityof the mirrors in the avity without PSPs and Apsp the loss fator of a PSP. For large n thepower will then behave like � n2. For a �xed maximal length the number of phase shift plates is2L=Los. For instane, in our seond benhmark point with mN0 = 3� 10�3 eV and again usinga avity of length 10 m this yields n = 62 and an enhanement of the rate of order � 4000. Theapaities for several distanes are shown in Tab. 1. The apaity improved by the insertion ofphase shift plates is shown as dashed lines in Fig. 1.In summary, we have proposed a method to send signals over long distanes through dense matter.Possible appliations inlude ommuniation between submarines, mines or to the bakside of themoon [29℄. One ould also ontemplate the possibility of sending enryption keys diretly throughEarth thereby making it more diÆult to eavesdrop. Our system relies on the possible existene ofa de�nite speies of very light and very elusive partiles beyond the known ones: hidden photons.The latter may be emitted and reeived by exploiting photon $ hidden photon osillations inresonant optial avities. Beause of their very feeble interations with known partiles, thehidden photons emitted by the emitter avity will not be absorbed or deeted by any materialbetween the latter and the reeiver avity. Clearly, our proposal is an extreme version of an LSWexperiment { taking the wall thikness to extreme values. With urrently available tehnologyit seems that ommuniation through the diameter of the Earth is possible with an informationtransmission rate of more than 1 bit per seond, provided hidden photons with sub-eV mass anda kineti mixing parameter, measuring the strength of the osillations, exeeding � & 10�7 exist.For masses in the 0:2� 3 meV range, this possibility is not only not exluded by experiments (f.Fig. 1), but it may even be expeted theoretially.Compared to a similar proposal [29℄, whih exploits axion-like-partiles for the transmission, ourproposal has several advantages. First, the interesting parameter range for hidden photons isallowed by all urrent experiments and observations. Seond, the prodution and regenerationof hidden photon does not require a strong magneti �eld making the apparatus simpler. And�nally the introdution of phase shift plates allows for a signi�ant enhanement of the hannelapaity.This provides further motivation for the urrent and near future small sale, preision optialexperiments to probe the meV mass range for hidden photons.6
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